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Thou Shalt Not Diet discusses health advertising and important behavioral adjustments that can strongly
impact our lives. The book provides basic, understandable, and scientifically backed explanations and
descriptions about how we can and why we have to make such alterations. These adjustments, which
include exercise, nutrition, smoking cessation and more, be capable of significantly impact the entire
health of the among us.Every topic discussed in this publication offers surprises that may astonish you
and problem beliefs that you have held for years.Here are a few examples:Dieting actually makes you
gain weight.Artificial sweeteners make you put on weight.Walking fast is certainly more beneficial for
weight reduction than working.Artificial sweeteners are specially dangerous for those suffering from
diabetes. Leah presents a model that she believes ought to be utilized by every professional working in
the various medical fields - offering treatment with a combination of both regular and holistic
medication.Leah Reznikovich is a health promoter and a certified nurse who has offered personal
instruction for both healthy and ill individuals for the past 20 years. Her main areas of expertise include:
rehabilitation of center individuals, Type II diabetes, and all risk factors connected with cardiovascular
diseases. Leah is wedded, a mom of five, and resides in Israel. The mind-body connection can be
intertwined in her use clients, and also through outher publication Thou Shalt Not Diet.These and more
surprises await you through the entire book. Furthermore to her function in the region of conventional
medication, Leah has studied several types of Holistic medicine.
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we can achieve a consistent weight reduction without sacrificing health or diet or even feeling like we are
on a diet Leah Reznikovich in her brand-new reserve “Thou Shalt Not Diet”, explains early in the book that
through some simple changes inside our nutritional behavior, we can achieve a constant weight reduction
without sacrificing health or nutrition or even feeling like we have been on a diet.Through the entire book
she after that presents guidelines for exercise and nutrition, suggestions on which foods are healthy and
which to avoid. Many thanks! She even includes quality recipes to greatly help with those adjustments.By
the end of the publication, she says My objective was to enrich your knowledge on topics that are usually
component of our daily routine. I must say i appreciated the authors design of writing too. I have studied
this book at length. A good book in a lifestyle change This is a thorough book well crafted and edited.
Given that I understand, I through out everything made with those chemical substances.The reviewer is
the author of the new Kindle book entitled; Sex Education for Adults, Secrets to AmazingAmazing Sex
and Happily Ever After Too Time to fully stop dieting and live healthily Thou Shalt Not Diet plan is
merely the message that folks need to hear. This book could be a powerful tool in your quest for better
health and fitness. In simple, understandable vocabulary, she teaches us how exactly to eat, move, rest,
and avoid unhealthy habits. She actually includes healthy recipes that enable us to indulge in tasty sweets
without guilt. The energy bars are an easy task to make and great to provide to work. Her chapter on
Guided Imagery is certainly another reminder that there are methods to manage our lives and cope with
every day stresses and strains. It is time to prevent dieting and learn to live healthily - which well-written
book guides the way. This book could be a powerful tool in your search for better health and wellness. I
thoroughly enjoyed reading this treasure-upper body of health-related guidance! Leah's explanations are
so obviously delivered with accurate care and concern, and her actionable recommendations are therefore
moderate and doable, that the reader does not have any choice but to understand, agree, and begin
implementing.Perhaps most importantly, when reading Leah's book, it immediately becomes obvious that,
per the rabbinic maxim, "Words that come from the heart -- enter the heart"!We heartily recommend this
book. also, generally, solidly based upon conventional medical understanding and research, even though
tastefully seasoned with a moderate touch of ancient Chinese and modern "alternative" universities of
thought. I came across Leah's exposé against the risks of artificial sweeteners and the apparently-less-thanhonest way business interests influenced their approval process to be particularly powerful and chilling.
Thou shalt very much enjoy it! title, this book is NOT a dry and burdensome collection of
"commandments," in the style of "Do that & do NOT do that". Leah Reznikovich presents a
comprehensive survey of medical information, touching upon such subjects as: healthy eating, weightcontrol, exercise, sleep, and smoking, in addition to guided imagery as a tool for mind-body balance.Her
book makes for such a great read because it contains a perfect "mix": not too complex but nonetheless
highly informative, and in addition drawing upon respected analysis authorities; As hinted by its
Reznikovich can be adept at informing her readers about looking after ourselves. Wow! As a rn with a
passion for wellness, wellness, and fitness, I've browse many books on these subjects. I recommend this
book. Scientifically supported and well-written I learned a lot approximately getting healthy! Her
publication is split into 7 sections including sections on exercise, nutrition, guided imagery, and sleep.
Each section is very well documented, simple and clear to see. She quotes from a few of the leading
authorities in these areas and shares their insights and study. I recommend this book – after its
recommendations could just change your life! Good ideas This book includes a lot of things to think
about and consider to improve your health. I I haven't lost any weight, but I believe I feel better! Thou
Shalt Not Diet While I enjoyed reading this book, I went down from 192 lbs and a BMI of 31 to 154 lbs
and a BMI of 24. That wouldn't have occurred easily had followed this reserve. In case you are interested
in preserving a healthy weight and diet, you could read this. The author has put together a superb manual
for good health and vigor. Scientifically supported and well-written guidance on how to deal with your

body, what things to eat, what never to eat and why. reads like an infomercial to purchase this book many
chapters in and the writer is still going on about what this book will do for you.“ She's accomplished this
objective admirably in a helpful, interesting and highly informative book. Thou shalt not diet A gift It was
an interesting read and I would recommend it to anyone who drinks diet soda for sure It was a fascinating
read and I would recommend it to anyone who beverages diet soda for sure!. I had never taken the time
to actually read that which was in artificial sweeteners. The author makes a cogent case for way of life
change forbetter wellness, Not only does she give specific recommendations on dietary items to eliminate
from your dietbut what to add, She after that comes after it up with a representative cookbook offering
the items recommended forour diet plan and noticeably things to eliminate, Wholeheartedly
recommended. I like how it gives references in order to explore different topics even more. And as long
as I think I feel better, I must feel better! Never received Never received It's okay- We wasn't enthralled
with this reserve - I's pretty simple advise and simply common sense. I know some people lack common
sense when it comes to dieting, so maybe that is for them. Fabulously Informational My family and I have
always considered ourselves healthful but this reserve enforced us to be more than 80%/20%! She
explains basically the effects of varied foods on nourishment and health and she offers helpful
suggestions on how to modify our eating and exercise habits to greatly help us become healthier and
reduce weight. The how come important to people like me who prefer to make educated decisions.
EASILY hadn't already got it I'd have thought this is a precursor to get.
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